Better information, better care, better business!

Contact VanillaWare today and start receiving the benefits of SUPPLYHAWK™ immediately!

SUPPLYHAWK™ streamlines health care materials management tasks, enabling you to maximize ancillary charge revenue for products and services, while cutting costs and increasing staff efficiency. SUPPLYHAWK can help you, no matter where you are in the health care continuum. Surgery Centers, Skilled Nursing, Assisted Living, Independent Living, CCRCs, and Home Health Agencies have all benefited from using SupplyHawk.

“This system has everything anybody could possibly need, in one easy-to-use package”

Bar Code Inventory Management System
The easiest, most productive way to make sure caregivers have what they need, where and when they need it!
- Scan manufacturers’ product bar codes and/or your own bar code labels
- Track all kinds of items across multiple facilities and locations, each with its own par level
- Streamlined processes significantly reduce administrative time
- Perpetual inventory ensures appropriate stock levels while reducing inventory investment, shrinkage and obsolescence.

Ancillary Charge and Therapy
Increase revenue by capturing lost charges. Simple charge tracking for medical supplies, office supplies, dietary, therapies, beautician services, maintenance services and more!
- One simple bar code scan captures charges and updates inventory; no need for separate systems
- Track non-resident charges by wing or other cost center for effective cost containment
- Charges can be exported to most accounting systems

Purchase Order Management
Are you tired of using multiple systems and processes to order different items? SUPPLYHAWK gives you one easy system to order, track and receive all types of products from multiple vendors.
- Suggested purchase orders based on your par levels, and/or ad-hoc ordering on demand
- Supports centralized purchasing with requisitions and drop shipments for multiple locations
- Multiple vendors and substitute items, each with its own pricing (which can be updated electronically)
- Flexible PO formats (print, E-mail, EDI, XML, etc.)
- Track purchases against budget categories

Visibility, Reporting, and Analysis
Specialized reports provide comprehensive comparisons and trend analysis between cost, usage, and potential vs. actual charge-outs.
- Critical for management visibility in PACE or other fixed revenue models
- Monitor budgets and staff activity
- Easily track and analyze data by category, residents, vendor, and more
- All analysis results can be printed, saved and exported for easy manipulation and communication

System Runs On:
Windows 9x/2000/XP®
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